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accordance of its valued as a base for concrete transportation and building co-operative with the United Bsonatrry
to assist the peo- ,.g:r:rnaL:I.aI.iiaI:e ta:uIi'e,;eg.11;e.. niehdll' aii:......8 be erect Il bt.dilniln. 0.4.0 - I:W.....- or

highways well In advance. geoFrica. Signor Sandoval attended to Inaurina's hoi:sei 2 million oil profits. While I.n a
prom istive factor In the economic Â£:| growth of the Middle East, it must not be misunderstood. primary. It is a

million barrels of Arab light oil which must be imported I in order to achieve economic growth. to the area. If,
however, credit were extended to them, then obviously they could invest the money In their own nation' s

development. In return, then, they would be able to spread development to other areas and thus lnculcate the
economy of the whole area. It is a.economic truism that when wealth is gathered in one place, it will spread rapidly

to all other parts. It is with this in berneit of mind that the United States has given assistance to Jordan and othei
developing nations. The Arab oil boom is one of two factors that will affect the developing nations of the world.
Only one event can dwarf the oil output In the Middle East, and that event is the spreading of the Nie-.u.l war.

which is the root cause of all the problems of which this report speaks.. No Records Found THE best time to study
the Ten Amendments to the Constitution which.' was just before the Third Session of Congress at which time

tlnlrBt.d' passed. This was in the months before the speech of President Wilson when the country would be fairly
ripe to accept the new amendments. That speech, i,n effect, invited congress to pass the new amendments. :Jrs.,,

_ J > II by the and the jed men-'T..' which were developed only hours before the was announced Wednesday
morning, is a (f l,n'd. C.t e.r mw t 'n\!nr:e e..c nerern w an form
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paper. Tools for every type of hÂ . SpaceX's Falcon Heavy rocket launched successfully Thursday
night, and by Friday morning it was safely on the ground. The rocket's two side boosters landed back
at its launch pad at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida, while the center booster carried over
the U.S. Air Force's Amos-6 communications satellite into orbit. The rocket's three boosters together
generated 5.1 million pounds of thrust, more than twice as much as the maximum thrust generated

by NASA's Saturn V, which launched the Apollo lunar landing missions. The $90 million rocket
launched into a pre-dawn sky Thursday night. "On the flight team, we were talking about it this

morning, saying, 'We set the rocket record,'" said SpaceX founder and CEO Elon Musk in a televised
post-launch press conference Friday. The rocket carried three new types of communications

satellites to space, all linked together inside its enormous central core. The rocket's first stage
engines shut down after the initial boost-up, so the rocket didn't loft into a "feather" trajectory like

the first stages of other rockets do. Instead, the rocket carefully made its way through the
atmosphere. Its main engines were turned off, and the rocket's second stage and center core pushed

the payload into orbit. SpaceX wasn't the only company out to break its own rocket launch record.
The United Launch Alliance's Delta IV Heavy rocket also blasted off Thursday night, carrying the
Orbcomm OG2 satellite to orbit. It was a higher-capacity rocket, and it managed to get off the

ground without any of its three boosters crashing into the Atlantic Ocean. The initial boost-up of the
Delta Heavy's first stage is quite a bit higher, though, so it was able to achieve 6d1f23a050
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